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innovative Journey Planner provides multimodal trip information sourced from variant journey planners. 
It utilises a challenging -but simple- communications interface to smooth connection of heterogeneous planners 
without sacrificing functional sufficiency. Additionally, unique personalized services delivery is achieved; users 
select their trip, build personal schedule of notifications, configure alerts that assist trip execution and enable 
continuous validation of trip data. Variant user groups assessed WISETRIP and confirmed its contribution to trip 
planning and efficient time management. New project, “Enhanced WISETRIP” considers real-time events, mobile 
and social media extensions, geographical and modal expansion, environmental criteria, personal preferences and trip 
strategies. 
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1. Context and Project Objectives 
Mobility and demand trends of tourism, travel and citizen transport need to combine multi-sourced 
data from various actors in the passenger transport domain for information and route guidance. The 
simple question remains ‘how and when should I best go from place A to place B?’ - even given specific 
addresses of Place A and B rather than city or location names - and the complex way to get the right 
answer has to take into consideration all alternatives and even more, adapt the answer to certain 
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conditions which can be defined by the person who asks. Such conditions are the user preferences related 
to time, cost, number of hops and other parameters of a trip.  
 
Existing commercial systems for journey planning are adequately providing such services at a regional 
level (e.g. within a city) or on the basis of a single transport mode, but the combination of multilevel 
information at a wider scale and the delivery of dynamic personalised data has not been yet properly 
addressed. Such systems are mostly popular to citizens at their covered areas and the traveler – and 
moreover the international traveler – is not aware of their existence or does not even know their names. 
Henceforth, the traveler does not use them and is not aware of local transport media and how they can 
serve the partial ending phase of the trip‡. Based on this fact, a multi-source and multi-modal planning 
service should be developed, that can link and cooperate with the necessary Journey Planning 
engines so that the traveler can easily query, at any place and time before or during a journey, and 
become aware of all solutions for the trip. Figure 1 gives an example of the underlying transport 
network for an international journey planning problem. The proposed itinerary includes an intermediate 
national journey from A1 to A3 (a city with international connections), two international transport 
segments from A3 to C1 of country C by plane and from C1 to D2 of country D by ferry, and finally an 
intermediate national journey in country D from city D2 to the destination city D3. To complete the path, 
an information service should find and combine information from more than one domain of knowledge 
and transport information control. 
Origin
Cities with international transport services
Interurban Transport Services 




















A1(08:00)Æ A3 (by train)
A3(10:00)Æ C1 (by plane)
C1(12:00)Æ D2 (by ferry)
D2(15:00)Æ D3 (by train)  
Figure 1: International Journey Planning 
Apart from the synthesis of information that comes from variant Journey Planners and is used mainly 
for information and planning purposes, the final choice and the performance of a trip are mostly affected 
by variant parameters, either personal preferences or dynamic and changeable parameters of a trip. 
Information about actual time of departure, cancellation of a planned trip, modifications of schedules and 
real time events that might affect trip performance (i.e. traffic, accidents, weather conditions) are also 
necessary. The whole grid of trip parameters can compose a personalised set of information that should be 
delivered to the traveller at various steps of the trip process, via various means of communications that 
are enabled though both fixed web (at home or at work) and mobile applications environment. To fulfill 
these needs, a Journey Planning service is required to identify and create through a decision 
 
‡ Current International Journey Planning systems are relying on the use of Global Distribution Systems for airlines or railways 
for long distance connection 
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mechanism process, as well as finally deliver, personalised information either before or during the 
trip process. The fundamental principles, challenges and concept of WISETRIP are mentioned below: 
 
x Existing independent systems for journey planning become active subsystems of a unified service, 
operating as a network of coordinated Journey Planners. WISETRIP does not compete existing 
journey planning systems but provides an open framework for Journey Planners to participate into a 
service that builds and enhances services based upon their cooperation and interconnection; it becomes 
a reference point, an one-stop shop for users to find and utilise journey planning services across the 
world, increasing at the same time seamless information provision and personalised delivery. 
 
x WISETRIP personalisation engine Enhances Journey Planning experience either through a personal 
computer or a mobile-while-on-the-move application; considers multiple personal criteria, scheduling 
constraints and real-time events, either pre-trip or on-trip, to provide instant information to the users.  
2. Functional Description of Services 
WISETRIP Unified Journey Planner features an easy to implement open interface that enables the 
cooperation with Journey Planners, so that wide-scale Journey Planning is achieved at the hands of 
international traveler or tourism professional, based upon the synthesis and processing of responses 
sourced by the participating planners. A user friendly interface along with the personalisation mechanism, 
gives value-added traveler information before and during the trip, thus making services attractive to 
travelers. Main services include: 
 
x public trip search (simple or advanced) -  Each user specifies a query for specific trip and the 
associated criteria. WISETRIP system replies with a list of all available trip solutions, based on its real 
time connection with the appropriate Journey Planners. All available trip solutions appear briefly on a 
table, the shortest trip presented first, as in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2: Simple trip search and trip results 
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x personalized trip services - the user configures personal data and trip preferences, specifies the trip(s) 
for which notifications and alerts are requested (upon scheduled events and alerts on disturbances, 
reminders and rescheduled plans). Seven categories of services are provided:  
 
ż My Preferences: to choose various preferences such as: the means (SMS or email) of messaging, 
set the time for a trip to become active, define the maximum percentage of walking time,  
 
ż Scheduled Notifications: to set up the type of events (e.g. boarding, wait etc.) for which it is 
desirable to be notified and the timing of such notifications 
 
ż Trip Disturbances Alerts: to select for which types of trip segments (e.g. international) he/she 
wants to receive any disturbances info affecting the trip as presented in Figure 3,  
 
ż Trip Segments Validations: to set the time frequency for automatic validation of specific trip data, 
 
ż Automatic Trip Reschedules: to define the reasons (i.e. unsuccessful validation, disturbance etc.) 
for the system to produce alternative solutions for trip redesign) 
 
Figure 3: User selects to be notified only for interurban and international trip segments, even if the notification has been reported by 
another traveler 
ż My Reminders: to customise reminder messages, desirable to be received before or during the trip, 
as presented in Figure 4. User selects the specific trip segment where the message applies as well as 
defines the time to be sent, relevant to time of departure or scheduled arrival, 
 
ż My Bulletin: (mainly for mobile users) to notify WISETRIP about current user position during a 
trip and inform about any delays or disturbances during the trip, so that to trigger trip redesign or 
even inform other WISETRIP users who are attached to the same segment. 
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Figure 4:  User schedules message “gate is open” 40min before the “Athens – London” segment  
Any user can navigate into and use WISETRIP, starting from trip search upto the time of departure or 
even until the arrival to the destination. Services are functional over the fixed web interface (web portal) 
at www.wisetrip.travel; is compliant to the most wide spread used web browsers, like Internet Explorer, 
Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome and Safari.    
 
 
Figure 5: WISETRIP Web Interface – Home Page 
   For the user on the move, the WISETRIP Mobile Portal has been implemented; two versions are 
available, one is a Windows Mobile Application and the other is a Safari Web browser version for Apple 
iPhone devices. It serves different user scenarios than the web interface, mainly the on-trip scenarios. 
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Running on smaller screens, makes inevitable that parts of the information are not shown or truncated. 
However, it remains very easy and quick to use.  More specifically it can be used to search and save trips 
and send trip related disturbance and position messages. However, it does not allow creation of user 
accounts and assumes that a user has already opened a WISETRIP account and can use it to save trip 
through its mobile device. Among the categories of personalised services only “My Bulletin” is provided 
allowing messaging to manage trip disruption and get user position related information.  
3. Demonstration & Evaluation findings 
WISETRIP services were demonstrated and evaluated in real-life conditions involving a large number 
of public users. About 2.700 users visited the WISETRIP web interface; 608 filled questionnaires 
addressing the following main assessment categories: a) User Acceptance and b) Willingness to Pay 
 
User Acceptance assessment aimed to: i) assess the non-functional features of the information services 
including clarity and sufficiency of the information provided, and ii) explore the impacts of the system 
in the cognitive effort, the time required for journey planning and the travelers’ uncertainty during a trip. 
It confirmed that the information provided by the WISETRIP services (trip itineraries, notifications and 
alerts) is clear and sufficient. The interaction of the users with the system services was found user friendly 
while the system was expected to reduce the time and cognitive effort requirements for journey planning, 
as well as decrease level of travelers’ uncertainty during trip execution. 
 
The objective of the assessment of the willingness to pay was to explore the willingness of various 
categories of users to use the services offered by WISETRIP under alternative levels of charges. A Stated 
Choice model was developed and calibrated in order to assess the response of the users to alternative 
levels of charges attributed to the WISETRIP system. The implementation of this type of assessment has 
been performed through conducting a Stated Preference Survey throughout two European countries 
(Greece and UK) and China during the Demonstration phase of the project. A major finding from the 
Willingness to Pay assessment of WISETRIP, is that a substantial percentage of the potential end-users 
are willing to use the system services for a charge of €0.8 per trip. This percentage of using WISETRIP 
differs among the sites and additionally users’ willingness to pay is elastic with respect to the levels of 
charges. Based on the details of the analysis of the willingness to pay, it was verified among the attributes 
of the WISETRIP system that cost is a statistically significant parameter in the models developed for UK, 
Greece, and China. The coefficients of cost in all three utility function formulas were negative implying 
that the increase in the price of WISETRIP services has a negative impact on the potential users utility 
(i.e., the higher the charges of WISETRIP services the less likely it would be for the users to use them). 
Among the characteristics of the respondents, only travel frequency was found statistically significant in 
all sites. The corresponding coefficients were positive in all three models implying that Travel frequency 
has a positive impact in the WISETRIP utility perceived by the potential users (i.e., the more frequently a 
potential user travels abroad the more likely is to use WISETRIP).  
 
Certain limitation were encountered, mainly related to a) the lack of real-time data that could be used 
for trip redesign decisions, b) the long computational time encountered for some trip requests at the 
partial trip results collection phase, c) the lack of transport modes like international rail, private car and 
bicycle and d) the fact that WISETRIP does not yet consider variant trip strategies related to user group 
needs i.e. elderly and disabled, eco-sensitive people who seek greener routes. Limitations drove the 
implementation team towards new development phase, run under the project titled “Enhanced 
WISETRIP”. 
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4. Enhancing WISETRIP 
Through the demonstration and evaluation phase of WISETRIP system, a plan for enhancements has 
been drawn which will be carried out by new project Enhanced WISETRIP§ . The main lines of 
improvements and advancements are: 
 
x Content and modal extension: WISETRIP will extend its geographical and multi-modal coverage. 
Integration of Journey Planners from other major European countries and regions is necessary; 
moreover the inclusion of international rail, car routing and low cost airlines is of utmost importance.     
 
x Pricing and ticketing information: provision of an estimated price per trip segment is among the mostly 
wanted criteria. Besides pricing, seats availability and ticketing service – integrated if possible - are 
also crucial; ticketing terms must be known in the event of disruptions when alternative options are 
enabled or not by these terms.   
 
x Alerts and re-planning options – Considering Trips strategies:  Information about possible disruptions 
or other critical events (e.g. strikes, weather or other natural phenomena etc.) will be incorporated. The 
actual lack of information for real-time events and extraordinary situations reduces the efficiency of 
the alert services for the traveler en route. The provision of a static or dynamic contingency plan with 
re-planning options will be a significant added value service of Enhanced WISETRIP. In addition, 
services like round trip options or stop-over choices are important parameters of the travelers’ trip 
strategy. 
 
x Concern about elderly & disabled users – Walking path data: Enhanced WISETRIP will address the 
needs of E&D. Proposals for enhancements include relative options in the profiles creation (e.g. 
wheelchair users) that would be considered at the provided trip solutions (e.g. time calculation for 
walking segments should be different for elderly), or even provision information for taxis link and 
accessible transport modes. Walking transfers between transport nodes also raise travelers’ anxiety, 
especially when traveling abroad. More detailed information on walking routes is important. Detailed 
maps for walking segments, relative distance in meters, information on stairs, lifts, escalators etc., is 
required particularly for disabled people and those carrying luggage. 
 
x Concern about green routes: The inclusion of the CO2 footprint metric within the presentation, the 
criteria selection and filtering process is envisaged. Alternative routes with bicycle and public transport 
will be an interesting approach for eco-sensitive people who are really concerned about green routes.   
 
x Mobile applications for new generation devices: Extending WISETRIP application into smart iPhone 
and Android devices is necessary.  
5. Potential Impact 
WISETRIP project has confirmed the wider benefits that integrated door-to-door journey planner can 
offer to citizens. Topics of particular significance in terms of their impact are enhanced intermodality, 
 
§ Enhanced WISETRIP is EC-funded project Nr 285014, under Activity Code GC.SST.2011.7-5: Integrated Intermodal Traveler 
Services 
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‘door-to-door’, on-trip, adaptive and reactive travel information through mobile applications. In the 
longer term the outcome of WISETRIP should contribute to improving the EC economic position: it 
enables business travelers to plan their journeys more efficiently, thus leaving more time available for 
work and achieving more efficient management of uncertainty, stimulating tourists to explore new places, 
resulting in regional economic growth and contributing to resolving the crisis caused by extraordinary 
conditions such as strikes, extreme weather and nature conditions (i.e. strong winds, floods, volcanic ash), 
by providing alternative routes and means of transport. Efficient spread of knowledge – on available 
solutions for a redesigned trip - within situations of crisis, will be the key to avoid tiring situations by 
enabling more efficient reaction based upon the quicker response to the user need. Similar benefit and 
positive impact is expected when changes in schedules and/or vessel assignment is well-known to the 
user. Creating the “informed” traveler across unexpected conditions and trip changes is the major 
impact of WISETRIP. The use of WISETRIP by European travelers (or visitors of Europe from other 
parts of the world), as a trip planner and personal trip assistant, can make travelling more straightforward 
and change management will be much easier to accomplish.  
 
Moreover, the involvement of multiple types of criteria within the trip decision and trip redesign 
process allows the availability and promotion of many traveler scenarios, giving emphasis to public 
transport within urban areas. It is common that the traveler is not aware of the feasible and cost-effective 
means to move within the urban edge of an international trip. Linking urban ways with international 
railway/airline/ferry trip through WISETRIP is a means to promote public transport; a necessary 
promotion towards transport with less CO2 emissions and aiding modal switch. 
 
Overall, WISETRIP has contributed to the acceptance and use of integrated traveler services. Citizens’ 
knowledge on local, regional and national journey planning systems might be poor, especially to the need 
of the international traveler. WISETRIP service links many journey planning systems and real-time 
data providers, and brings them to the service of the international traveler. Henceforth, it widens 
their use and accelerates their positive impact to transport and mobility. A consequence of 
WISETRIP role would be to push Journey Planners into enhanced visibility and motivate them to increase 
their quality in respect to the availability of real-time information 
6. Considerations for Commercialisation 
WISETRIP has assured the continuity of the existing connection with the participating Journey 
Planners and additionally tries to attract and invite as many as possible new Journey Planners to 
participate. While system is operating and expanding, exploitation considerations have been addressed 
through the exploitation tasks carried out during the project. These tasks identified the dominant actors** 
of the system and compared the variant feasible business models. According to the outcome of this work 
the alternatives exploitation routes for WISETRIP could be compliant to the following business models: 
x A marketing entity model: WISETRIP becomes a portal. Its power lies into the population of visits. 
Revenues come from the advertisement and promotion of ticketing providers and Journey Planners or 
other destination based services. Hits, visits and placement of specific links should be billed according 
 
** The WISETRIP actors include the WISETRIP Provider, the Journey Planners of various types either Multimodal – Urban, 
Metropolitan, Regional, National – or Single Mode – Corporate, International, National - , the  Transport Operators, the Real-Time 
Data Providers, the Agent – Travel Office, the Agent Customer and the Individual Traveler 
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to certain commercial policy. 
x eTourism agent model (Agent Model): WISETRIP becomes a sales channel for ticketing. It acts as 
an agent of cooperating transport operators or other ticketing sales providers that offer an online 
interface to WISETRIP so that its users can purchase tickets for their trips or other services combined 
to the trip. WISETRIP shares a small portion of revenues produced from ticket sales. 
x Subscription / usage based tariffing model: WISETRIP is a value-added service provided to 
travelers. It provides online and continuous information for planned and registered trips. In that case, 
revenue is expected from usage. Registrations and/or messages might be charged under a certain 
policy that should be attractive and rational, remaining in accordance with the monitored willingness 
to pay. We can consider two different cases for the subscription model: 
o End Customer Subscriber Model (B2C model): The traveler himself is the user who registers 
and pays for the usage. 
o B2B Subscription Model (B2B model): The actual WISETRIP user is a travel & tourism office 
who aims to improve its customer relation and acts for the traveler benefit. 
x Combination of the above: The WISETRIP provider might choose to combine two or even more 
business models, from the ones mentioned when they do not conflict i.e. the case for WISETRIP 
eTourism agent model selling travel services as B2C does not fit to B2B Subscription Model. 
Table 1: WISETRIP Possible Business Models 
Marketing eTourism agent End Customer Subscription Subscription B2B 
WISETRIP only acts as a 
marketing entity; bases its 
revenues on the 
advertisements and promotion 
of Transport Operators (TOs) 
and Journey Planners or other 
destination based services. 
WISETRIP uses the chosen 
trips and links their partial 
trip data to online ticketing 
services and/or other 
tourism sales. Commission 
fees are applied for ticket 
sales. 
End users of WISETRIP services, 
do optionally register themselves, 
store trips and enable certain 
notifications. Subscription 
payment corresponds to a certain, 
measurable amount of trips or 
messages. 
Tourism professionals are 
the users of WISETRIP. 
They register trips of their 
customers. Subscription 
payment corresponds to a 
certain, measurable amount 
of trips or messages.
 
All models were compared in terms of risks to fail, extra development and investment needs, operation 
expenses. Main conclusions of this comparison are described within next Table. 
Table 2: Ranking the Business Model according to four different risk factors 
 Marketing model Agent Model B2C B2B
Low User Acceptance Risk High Lowest Highest Low 
Extra Development Needs Lowest Low High Highest 
Marketing OPEX Low Highest High Lowest 
Competition High Highest Low Lowest 
CAPEX Investment Needs Lowest High Highest Low 
Revenues Lowest High Highest Low 
The combination of the agent model with the B2C model provides a promising field for 
commercial development, because they are both oriented to the end customer, namely the traveler. Their 
services are supplementary. B2C model provides value-added service on top of the selected trip, which 
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can be the purchased trips from the WISETRIP electronic agent. Both models share significant parts of 
costs (i.e. support & marketing). Table 3 below shows cost categories of investment and operation that are 
common and those that are not.  
Table 3: Common elements of B2C and Agent model within a merged model scenario 
B2C only Common Agent Only 
Development for Billing and 
Provisioning 
Sales & Marketing Staff Marketing Activities - 
User Support Mechanism - System Usage load 
Integration and Synergies with 
ticketing providers or other agents 
7. Conclusions 
The problems faced when the volcanic ash was spread all over Europe has shown how real-time event 
information and multimodal planning can be massively required within a short time period and at a wide 
spatial scale. Apart from events of global interest, minor daily disrupts in transport or even personal 
problems and preferences of individuals do form a wide and complex grid of changeable parameters for 
trip performance. WISETRIP attempt to respond to these needs employs wide cooperation with Journey 
Planning engines and real-time event information providers. Its potential efficiency has been proved. 
However, to become effective, WISETRIP should reach a mature exploitation stage supported by a wide 
group of reliable and rich-content Journey Planners under a sustainable business model. 
 
Such expansion requires the integration of more Journey Planners and the inclusion of more real-time 
data and ticketing providers. The main problem faced by WISETRIP is the wide variance in the level and 
quality of information provided by national journey planning systems. Further research and development 
is required to broaden the number of Journey Planning systems involved and to homogenize their 
involvement. Requirements of user groups with population on-growth should be accommodated; these 
include: the elderly and disabled, the eco-sensitive users and the consideration of green criteria, the needs 
of travelers en route who face urgent disruptions. Social media and mobile extensions will increase 
usability within certain scenarios. European-wide Journey Planning should become attractive to the public 
as a personal trip assistant, rather than a traditional Journey Planner. Integrated ticketing should become a 
closer vision practically in place rather than a vision. Before WISETRIP can be taken to market greater 
partnership is required to bring mobile device, networks, operators and authorities into discussions and 
development. This is one of the aims of Enhanced WISETRIP project, along with the realization of a 
concrete enhancement plan based on the mentioned conclusions. 
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